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A WORLD 
CONNECTED

When I consider the thousands of friends who participated in prayer 

walking training throughout our network over the past year, I am 

reminded of the very clear words of Jesus, “I do not pray for these alone, 

but also for those who will believe in Me through their word; that they 

all may be one, as You, Father, are in Me, and I in You; that they also may 

be one in Us, that the world may believe that You sent Me.”

That the world may believe that You sent Me!

This is why we use the word GO so often at SEAPC. We are charged by 

Christ and surrounded by the Holy Spirit to fill the earth with goodness 

and compassion. We are part of God’s plan, and we are ever-growing. I 

believe that one day we will witness a world connected through prayer 

that brings Christ-based change to those in need. We are coming closer 

to that day, and you are a vital part of this vision coming to pass. It is 

important to see Jesus right now praying for this world. I’m humbled to 

consider those prayers immeasurable in our understanding of their 

power yet intimately calculated in the lives and hopes of all creation. He 
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holds it all—each prayer-walking friend, each life changed as a result, each channel 

for needs to be met, and each nation connected and changed through the spirit of 

revival. Yet in it all, He reaches down to you and me with precisely what we need. 

Prayer is how I put my hope and trust in Jesus, love is His exchange to me. That love 

never fails me and causes the world to believe.

Please receive this annual report with joy and humility. What I report today to you 

is only as a witness to the resurrection power of Jesus Christ at work in this small 

part of His very big thing! Thank you for your part. Some of you put your prayers 

into action by walking in the streets of your community as Attack Lambs or 

pouring your prayers into the life of the orphan, abandoned, or at-risk child 

brought to SEAPC for help. Some of you are praying for answers in autism, for the 

elimination of abortion and trafficking, for unity and peace between cultures, for 

poverty to be replaced by prosperity, or for a world where access to learning doesn’t 

come at a cost. This report should give you great joy and hope, knowing that Our 

God answers prayer and we are witnessing lives and nations changed as a result.

It has been said, “Change does not come easy!” Serving as the President of a mission 

that prays, let me tell you that just because something is simple does not mean it is 

easy. One life changed through prayer is worth every penny accounted for in the 

following pages. Each hardship, challenge, adversity, or battle along the way only 

expands the testimony of the faithful men and women we serve alongside and, 

more so, the faithfulness of their God.

Matt Geppert, President of SEAPC 



10
new prayer walking 
guide translations

23,500+
prayer walking guides 
printed and distributed

6,188+
participants in international 
prayer walking trainings

15,000
attendees at the Pittsburgh 
Prays stadium event

PRAYER
CHANGES
EVERYTHING
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“It is far better to be a small part of a big thing 

than a big part of a small thing.” In the more than 

30 years since SEAPC’s founding, this quote and 

the mindset it embodies have become deeply 

rooted in our culture. We believe in this humble 

value and are blessed to see its expressive strength 

fueling nation-changing revival today. Not only do 

we celebrate and stand with revivals hosted by Gen 

Z men and women across college campuses in 

America today, but also in pockets of every nation 

we serve today in prayer!

In 2022 we witnessed a new vision emerge from 

the depths of a prophecy that one day, Pittsburgh

would be more famous for God than steel. God 

called us to our backyard, to the streets of 

Pittsburgh, believing for revival. We committed 

our time to walk and pray, gaining the dust from 

the communities on our feet and, more 

importantly, the right to speak the words of Christ 

into the lives of those who live within its cultures.

“One day, God will bring people together in Heinz 

Field stadium to pray and worship.” We heard this 

vision countless times from old and new friends 

alike—from pastors to celebrities and even teenagers 

who had listened to a similar call from God to start 

walking and praying in the city.

Not one of them knew the other, but all knew the 

same vision. We knew it was God’s will for SEAPC to 

help make the event happen. God is faithful to His 

word, and we need only submit ourselves to His will. 

God provided, paved the way, and united a city in 

worship.

On July 10th, 2022, Pittsburgh Prays witnessed the 

values of today’s revival unfold. There was no outside 

celebrity draw, merchandise tables, sponsors, or 

heroes. Just a city submitted to Jesus Christ. This day 

was a tithe unto the Lord, a heart posture, and 

submission to the values of a Renaissance in the Spirit 

of God. In worship, we took part and consumed the 

values of a movement, put on a new skin, and emerged 

to go forward in love, joy, and power. Our small parts 

became a very big thing!
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1
new home built in Cambodia
to care for trafficked and/or
abused children.

10

689
total children served in
four nations.

356

home renovations at 
children’s homes in
Cambodia.

child sponsors partnering
with SEAPC worldwide.

150K+
students served through
BC Arise in Cambodia

82
Acts Bible College students
in Myanmar.

P A V I N G  A  F U T U R E  F O R  C H I L D R E N  I N  N E E D

P R O V I D I N G  T H E  C H R I S T - B A S E D ,  N O U R I S H I N G  R E L A T I O N S H I P  A  C H I L D  N E E D S
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100%
of GBFF expenses totaling
$55,600 met through the
sale of fishing flies.

3,800+
crops harvested monthly through
aquaponics / hydroponics
project in Cambodia.

9
final graduates from the
Garden of Hope.

160
different ethnic groups live in Laos;
all of them served by our partners.

300
kids served monthly by 
30 professionals trained 
through CARE China.

2
new nations for expansion 
of CARE into Africa and 
South America.

H E A L T H C A R E  P L A T F O R M S  F O R  T H O S E  W H O  N E E D  H E A L I N G

B R E A K I N G  T H E  P O V E R T Y  C Y C L E
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GARDEN 
OF HOPE
Prayer walking the nation of Laos from the mid-1990s until today has not been easy. Like most of 

post-war southeast Asia, Laos' infrastructure and poverty have danced together to leave entire 

communities isolated and virtually unreached. Despite the challenge, hundreds of SEAPC friends have 

faithfully covered the nation of Laos in prayer from that day until now. We believe that if we spiritually 

plow a nation in prayer, God will guide us to the right relationships and platforms for Him to build His 

church. We believe in nation-changing revival. Such is the current story for Laos. 

SEAPC in Laos, led masterfully by our friend and mentor Hubert Chan, proved the faithfulness of God to 

the nation of Laos by simply covering itself in the dust and dirt of the people and proclaiming the Gospel 
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of Jesus Christ. A nation has changed, and Hubert stood firm in the gap — giving his life, facing the full 

magnitude of demonic oppression, and declaring a vision for the future to the people. 

That vision was called the Garden of Hope. Launched first underground and undercover to protect new 

Christians who faced potential life imprisonment or capital punishment for conversion, The Garden 

soon became a center for learning for young Christians. Part of the vision was to reach each of Laos' 

people groups with the Gospel and bring representatives from every group to the Garden to learn the 

Bible, agricultural sciences, business skills, English, and music. Those students committed to a two-year 

paid program with a guarantee by SEAPC to match the funds they had saved on completion to help them 

initiate their business upon their return to their home village.

Today many of those graduates lead thriving businesses and provide daily for their communities. One of 

the Garden's first grads is named David. When David graduated in 2007, he started his own pig, 

mushroom, and vegetable farm in northern Laos. Today that farm has become a model for the nation in 

agriculture, and the government of Laos sponsored David to travel internationally and represent the 

nation's potential in business. David's testimony is one of hard work, determination, commitment, and, 

most importantly, faith and hope in Jesus Christ. He is a nation changer. 

Today those dusty roads in Laos have become paved. That is, for the most part! The economy is growing 

rapidly, and the isolated tribes of the nation are finding places to grow and thrive together. The Garden 

of Hope has reached sustainability, success, and completion in Christ! 

We did not forget about Laos, remained faithful, and tended to the garden! God brought the increase, 

and a nation has changed.
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FRIENDS AROUND 
THE TABLE
It is with overflowing joy that we give testimony of four Friends Around the Table Gatherings having taken place in 2022.

Over 800 global friends across four generations and 27 nations came to the Table this year. We witnessed more than we 

could have imagined! “Friends” is not only found in these gatherings but also in an ongoing lifestyle of daily friendship 

that has sent over 9,000 people to pray in their nations and serve the local church and communities they call home. Our 

times have never been more conducive for a convergence of all parts and portions of the Body to bring nation-changing 

revival. 2022 saw these friends from four global regions—Asia/Pacific, Europe/Middle East, Africa, and the Ameri-

cas—who have been frontline leaders in a time of great global testing receive real refreshing and strength. A strong lead-

ership base for these four regions has also emerged this year! We give God praise!

Friends Around the Table is the engine—the lifeblood of prayer and relationship in which SEAPC serves the nations. 

Prayer is our priority, and our passion is to see people’s needs met through Jesus. To gather the generations who are pray-

ing together in a nation for change, hear what God has spoken, and then surround them with vital friendships to witness 

those prayers made manifest—this is Friends Around the Table. Momentum continues into this year, and we anticipate

God doing what only He can do.  As John 6:51 speaks about, Him laying down His Son for the life of the world is the Table 

that won’t fail. We are blessed and humbled to carry this Table to the world with you again in 2023!
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265
participants from 27 nations 
brought together at four 
regional FATT gatherings.

550
young leaders representing
13 nations equipped at the 
Emerging Generation Intensive.

20+
prayer walks in 4-5 nations 
after Friends Africa, with 
1,500 participants.

9,000+
people mobilized to prayer-walk 
their nations through Friends
Around the Table.
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BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
John Bennett..................... PA
Peter Chandra................... CA
Steve Chang...................... AZ
Ken Cramer........................ VA
Dave D’Angelo.................... PA
Matt Geppert, President..... PA

Josiah Grimes .................. AZ
Linda Kricher.................... PA
Jeff Myers, CFO................ PA
David Peng........................ MI
Ralph Polehonki................ NC
Don Quinn, Chairman ....... MT

Billy Graham said, “Organizations that bear the name of Christ ought to have the highest possible financial and ethical 

standards.” We, the board and staff at SEAPC, believe this and are members of the Evangelical Council for Financial 

Accountability (ECFA), of which Dr. Graham was a founder. But, in real life, what does this really mean? 

First, it means maintaining integrity, the quality of being honest, and having strong moral principles. Proverbs 10:9 says, 

“Whoever walks in integrity walks securely, but whoever takes crooked paths will be found out.” In 2 Corinthians 1:12, Paul 

says, “Now this is our boast: Our conscience testifies that we have conducted ourselves in the world, and especially in our 
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relations with you, with integrity and godly sincerity. We have done so, relying not on worldly wisdom but on 

God’s grace.”

Second, it relates to trust, a firm belief in the reliability, truth, ability, or strength of someone or something. In 

Daniel 6:4 we find how he demonstrated trust: “At this, the administrators and the satraps tried to find grounds 

for charges against Daniel in his conduct of government affairs, but they were unable to do so. They could find 

no corruption in him because he was trustworthy and neither corrupt nor negligent.”

The third part relates to relationship. This is the way in which two or more people regard and behave toward 

each other. In Philippians 2:5 we are told “In your relationships with one another, have the same mindset as 

Christ Jesus.” In our relationship with you, our partners in ministry, we strive to maintain a high level of trust 

and financial accountability. 

We are doing this in the following ways: 1) The annual independent audit by Wessel & Company, Certified Public 

Accountants.  2) Membership in ECFA.  3) Internal policies designed to maintain integrity and accountability 

that are regularly reviewed and updated in cooperation with members of the Board.  4) Oversight and review 

of the financial records of our partners participating in our projects.  5) Regular reviews to determine that our 

administration is effective in prioritizing funds for work in the nations.

God blessed the ministry through you in 2022. As you review the financial reporting for 2022, you will see a 

significant increase in what was received and distributed. Thank you.

Don Quinn

Chairman of the Board
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2020 2021 2022

Thank you for 
partnering with us.
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T H E S E  F I N A N C I A L S  W E R E  C O M P I L E D  B E F O R E  O U R  
A N N U A L  I N D E P E N D E N T  A U D I T  S C H E D U L E D  F O R  A P R I L  2 0 2 3 .



3%
covered administrative
expenses for the year.

97%
supported our ministry partners
and programs around the world.

Here’s what God did with
your giving to the nations.

FRIENDS AROUND THE TABLE � 4%

PARTNER MINISTRIES
ACROSS THE NATIONS � 54%

TRAVEL � 2%

TEACHING/TRAINING � 5%

MISSIONARY SUPPORT � 7%

ADMINISTRATIVE          
EXPENSES � 3%

GLOBAL            
SPONSORSHIP � 25%

U S A  �  2 1 %
I N D I A  �  5 %
G U AT E M A L A  �  3 %
M YA N M A R  �  2 %
L A O S  �  2 %
C H I N A  �  7 %
C A M B O D I A  �  1 4 %
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Thank you, friends, for 
your prayers and support.


